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SASAKIAN ^-SYMMETRIC SPACES*

TOSHIO TAKAHASHI
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1. Introduction. It is known that a Sasakian manifold which is at
the same time a locally symmetric space is a space of constant curvature
(Okumura [6]). This fact means that a symmetric space condition is
too strong for a Sasakian manifold. In this note, we introduce a notion
of Sasakian ^-symmetric space which is an analogous notion of Hermitian
symmetric space, and discuss about its properties.

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Prof. S. Tanno
for his kind advices and constant encouragement.

2. Definition of Sasakian locally ^-symmetric space. Let M be a
(2n + l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold with structure tensors φ, ξ, η and g:

(2.2)

\dy(X, Y) = g{φX, Y)
\(Vxφ)Y=η{Y)X-g{X, Y)ξ ,

where V is the Riemannian connection for g and X, Y are tangent vectors
on M. Let U be a small open neighborhood of xeM such that the
induced Sasakian structure on ϋ, denoted by the same letters, is regular.
Let π:U-+U— ϋ/ξ be a (local) fibering, and let (J, g) be the induced
Kahlerian structure on U (cf. Tanno-Baik [10], Ogiue [5]). Let R and R
be the curvature tensors constructed by g and g, respectively. For a
vector field X on U, we denote its horizontal lift (with respect to the
connection from rj) by X*. Then we have, for any vector fields X, Ϋ
and Z on U,

(2.4) {V-XΫY = Fj*F* - η{V-x*Ϋ*)f ,

* This paper, prepared during the author's stay at Mathematical Institute of Tόhoku
University, is a part of the author's doctoral dissertation written under the direction of Pro-
fessor Shigeo SASAKI.
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(2.5) (R(X,Ϋ)Z)*_

= R(X*, Y*)Z* + g{φY\ Z*)φX* - g{φX*, Z*)φY*

- 2g(φX*, Ϋ*)φZ* ,

where V is the Riemannian connection for g (Ogiue [5]). From (2.3), we
get

(2.6) Vxξ = φX

and hence

(2.7) R(X, Y)ξ = η{ Y)X - V(X) Y

(2.8) R(X, ξ)Y=v(Y)X - g(X, Y)ξ .

Making use of (2.4) ~ (2.8), we get

(2.9) {{VyR){X9 Ϋ)Z)* = -φ*[(Γy*R)(X*9 Ϋ*)Z*]

for any vector fields X, Ϋ, Z and V on U. Hence the following definition
seems to be quite natural.

DEFINITION. A Sasakian manifold is said to be a locally ^-symmetric
space if

(2.10) ΦWvR){X, Y)Z] = 0

holds for any horizontal vectors X, Y, Z and V, where a horizontal vector
means that it is horizontal with respect to the connection form η of the
local fibering; namely, a horizontal vector is nothing but a vector which
is orthogonal to ξ.

THEOREM 2.1. A Sasakian manifold is a locally φ-symmetric space
if and only if each Kdhlerian manifold, which is a base space of a
local fibering, is a Hermitian locally symmetric space.

EXAMPLE 2.2. Suppose a Sasakian manifold is of constant ̂ -holomorphic
sectional curvature. Then the Kahlerian manifolds given by local fiberings
are of constant holomorphic sectional curvature (Ogiue [5]), and hence
Hermitian locally symmetric spaces. Thus a Sasakian manifold which is
of constant ^-holomorphic sectional curvature is a locally ^-symmetric
space.

EXAMPLE 2.3. The following example is due to Kato-Motomiya [2].
Let M = G/Go be a homogeneous space of a semisimple, compact and

simply connected Lie group G over a connected, closed subgroup Go of
G, and assume that the Lie algebra © of G has a family ((S,),^ of sub-
spaces of ® satisfying the following conditions (i)~(vi):
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( i ) ® = £ ®. (direct sum)
(ii) [©„ ®yl c ©<+y + ©„_„
(iii) dim ©2 = 1, and ©, = {0} if i > 2
(iv) There is an element u of ©2 such that

[u, [u, X]] = -X for all Xe®,

(v) ©o is the Lie algebra of Go, and [®0, ©0] = ©0

(vi) Ad (g)®i = ®i9 and Ad (g)u = u for all g e Go, where Ad (g) denotes
the adjoint representation of Go in ©.

Then the homogeneous space M = G/Go admits a G-invariant normal
almost contact metric structure (φ, ξ9 η, g) such that

φ0 = acU% , ξo = u , η0 = u* and £ = B^ ,
2n

where 9K = ©x + ©2 which is identified with the tangent space T0(G/GQ)
of G/Go at 0 = {Go} 6 G/GQ, ad^ u is the restriction of ad u on 2K, ̂ * is a
1-form on Wl defined by u*(u) = 1 and ^*(X) = 0 for all Xe®ί9 Bm is
the restriction of the Killing form B of © on 2H, and dim Af = 2n + 1.
This almost contact metric structure satisfies

Hence, if we put

φ= -φ , £ = 2? , V = ^ V and ff = -iff ,

then {φ, ξ, 7), g) is a G-invariant Sasakian structure of M. This Sasakian
manifold is a principal circle bundle over a Hermitian symmetric space
M = G/ff with the Kahlerian structure (J, Q), where H is the connected
Lie subgroup of G with the Lie algebra ©0 + ©2, Jo = — adΘl w, and Qo =
—(l/8n)B&1. Thus the Sasakian manifold M= G/Go is a locally ^-symmetric
space.

REMARK 2.4. In Example 2.3, it turns out that G is simple. Because,
since G/H is a compact type Hermitian symmetric space, H has a non-
discrete center, say Z; and if G/H is reducible, we have dim Z ^ 2. On
the other hand, the condition (v) implies that dim Z = 1. Hence G/if
must be irreducible and hence G must be simple.

EXAMPLE 2.5. Let G/iϊ be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space
so that G is a simple Lie group and H is a compact Lie subgroup of G.
In this case, G acts effectively on GjH, H is connected (cf. Helgason [1],
p. 214, Thm. 1.1 and p. 305, the proof of Thm. 4.6), G/H is simply con-
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nected (cf. Helgason [1], p. 305, Thm. 4.6), and hence we may assume
that G is simply connected. Let © and φ be the Lie algebras of G and
H, respectively, and let

© = £ + 3ft'

be the canonical decomposition. Let B be the Killing form of © and
let (J, Q) be the Kahlerian structure of G/H such that, if G is com-
pact, Qo = ( — 1/8 )̂1?^ and if G is noncompact, Qo = (l/8n)Bw, where
Qo is the restriction of Q to the tangent space TQ(G/H) of G/H at
0 = {H} 6 G/H, 3ft' is identified with T0(G/H), Bm, is the restriction of B
to 3ft' and 2n is the dimension of G/H (cf. Kobayashi-Nomizu [3], p. 250,
Prop. 7.4). The center 3 of φ is 1-dimensional and there exists ZoeQ
such that

Jo = — adar Zo ,

where Jo is the restriction of J to T0(G/H) and ad^, is the restriction to
3ft' of the adjoint representation of © in © (cf. Kobayashi-Nomizu [3],
p. 261, Thm. 9.6). Since H is compact, we have the direct sum decom-
position

$ = ©0 + ©2 ,

where ©2 is the center 3 of φ, and ©0 is the ideal [£, £>] of $ and it is
semisimple and compact (cf. Helgason [1], p. 122, Prop. 6.6). If we put
©! = 3Jΐ', we get the following:

( i ) © = ©0 + ©x + @2 (direct sum)
(ii) [©„ ®y] c © i + i + ©n-y,, where ©z = {0} for i > 2
(iii) dim ©2 = 1
(iv) [ZOf [Zo, X]]= -X for all Xe ©x

( v ) [®0,@0] = ©0

(vi) Ad (g)®t = ©i and Ad (flr)Z0 = ^ 0 for all g e Go, where Go is a
connected Lie subgroup of H with the Lie algebra ©0, and Ad
is the adjoint representation of G in ©.

PROOF, (i), (iii), (iv) and (v) are trivial by the definitions of ©* and Zo.

[®0, ©0] = @0, [@0, © J c [ φ , SW'lcSW' = © lf [@0, ©2] = {0}, [©,, ©J -

[W, 3ft'] c £ - ©o + ©2, [©„ ©2] - [3ft', ZQ] = J03ft' = 3ft' = ©, and [®2, ©2] =

{0} show (ii).
Since Go is connected, (ii) implies Ad (#)©ΐ = ©* for all g e Go, and

since Zo is an element of the center of § , we get Ad (g)ZQ = Zo for all
g 6 Go. Thus we get (vi). q.e.d.

Hence, according to Kato-Motomiya [2] (with simple modifications),
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G/Go admits a G-invariant Sasakian structure (φ, ζ, η, g) such that

φ0 = - a d κ Zo, f0 = 2Z0, τ]0 = \ z t ,
Δ

and g0 = ——-Bm if G is compact
8n

and #0 = — B m + 2% (x) % if G is noncompact ,

where 2ft = ®1 + ©2 which is identified with the tangent space T0(G/G0),
Zt is a 1-form on Wl defined by Zo*(^o) = 1 and Z0*(X) = 0 for all l e ® ,
Moreover, this Sasakian manifold G/Go is a principal circle bundle over
the original Hermitian symmetric space, and hence it is a locally ^-sym-
metric space.

If G is compact (resp. noncompact), we call the homogeneous Sasakian
manifold with the above Sasakian structure to be a Sasakian ^-symmetric
space of the compact (resp. noncompact) type. The precise definitions
of the types will be given in the Section 6.

REMARK 2.6. In Example 2.5, if G is noncompact and if we put
g[ = (l/&n)Bm, gΌ induces a (^-invariant pseudo-Riemannian metric gf on
G/GQ and (φ, ξ, η, gr) is a Sasakian structure with a pseudo-Riemannian
metric in the sense of Takahashi [7].

REMARK 2.7. Let M be a Sasakian manifold with the property that

(2.11) ΦWvR)(X, Y)ξ] = 0

holds for any horizontal vectors X, Y and V. Then M is of constant
curvature 1. To show it, we need the following lemmas which follow
from direct calculations.

LEMMA 2.8 (Tanno [9]). For any tangent vectors X, Y and Z of M,

(2.12) R(X, Y)φZ = g(φX9 Z)Y - g(Y, Z)φX - g(φY, Z)X + g(X, Z)φY

+ φR(X, Y)Z

holds good.

Lemmas 2.8 and (2.7) imply the following:

LEMMA 2.9. For any tangent vectors X, Y and V of M, we get

(2.13) (FyRXX, Y)ξ = g(Y, V)φX - g{X, V)φY - φR{X, Y)V .

Now, if X, Y and V are horizontal, then (2.11) implies that the left
hand side of (2.13) is a scalar multiple of ξ. On the other hand, the
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right hand side of (2.13) is horizontal. Hence we get φR(Xf Y)V =
g(Y, V)φX-g(X, V)ΦY, which implies that R{X, Y)V=g(Y, V)X-g(X, V)Y
holds for any horizontal vectors X, Y and V. Hence M is of constant
0-holomorphic sectional curvature 1 and hence of constant curvature 1.

REMARK 2.10. Suppose a Sasakian manifold is a locally ^-symmetric
space, then (2.10) and (2.13) imply that

(2.14) (FVR)(X, Y)Z = {g(X, V)g{φ Y, Z) - g( Y, V)g(φX, Z) + g(Z, φR{X, Y) V)}ξ

holds good for any horizontal vectors X, Y, Z and V, and vice versa.

3. ^-geodesic symmetry. A geodesic 7 = 7(s) in a Sasakian manifold
M is said to be ^-geodesic if its velocity vectors are horizontal; that is,
y(Ύ'(s)) = 0 holds for each s. A local diffeomorphism σx of a Sasakian
manifold M,xeM, is said to be ^-geodesic symmetry at x if, for each
^-geodesic 7 = 7(s) such that 7(0) lies in the trajectory of ξ passing
through x,

(3.1) σx7(s) = 7(-s)

holds for each s.

REMARK 3.1. Any geodesic 7 = 7(s) with ^(7'(0)) = 0 is a ^-geodesic,
because the angles of a geodesic and a Killing vector field are constant
along the geodesic.

Now, suppose a ^-geodesic symmetry σx at x e M be a local automor-
phism. Let U be an open neighborhood of x with a local fibering π: U—>
U — ϋ/ξ. Then π induces a geodesic symmetry σπ{x) of U at π(x) such
that σπ{x)oπ = πoσx, which is an automorphism of the induced Kahlerian
structure of U. Hence, making use of Theorem 2.1, we see that if
a Sasakian manifold admits a ^-geodesic symmetry, which is a local
automorphism, at each point, then it is a locally ^-symmetric space. The
converse also holds good, and its proof will be given in the Section 5.
Namely, we get

THEOREM 3.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a Sasakian
manifold to be a locally φ-symmetric space is that it admits a φ-geodesic
symmetry, which is a local automorphism, at every point.

REMARK 3.3. We can similarly define a notion of ^-geodesic symmetry
for a ϋΓ-contact Riemannian manifold. (2.4) and Remark 3.1 also hold
for a ίΓ-contact Riemannian manifold. Suppose a ^-geodesic symmetry
of a ϋΓ-contact Riemannian manifold is a local automorphism. Then the
induced geodesic symmetry of the base space of the local fibering is an
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automorphism of the induced almost Kahlerian structure. Hence a K-
contact Riemannian manifold with a ^-geodesic symmetry, which is an
automorphism, at every point is a Sasakian manifold.

4. Sectional curvature. Let 7 = 7(s) be a ^-geodesic of a Sasakian
manifold M, and let Xo be a horizontal vector of M at x0 = 7(0). Let
X = X(s) and Z = Z(s) be the parallel vector fields along 7 such that
X(0) = Xo and Z(0) = ^7'(0). Put /(s) = <7(X(s), £). Then we get /'(*) =
flr(X(β)f ^7'(s)) and /"(s) = -</(X(s), ξ) = -f(s). Hence, since /(0) = 0,
we get f(s) = asms for some constant a. Since 7'(s) and X(s) are parallel
along 7, g(X(s), 7'(s)) is constant along 7, say c. Let Γ = Y(s) be a vector
field along 7 defined by

(4.1) Y(s) = ^X(s) + α (cos β - l)7'(s) - cφY(s) + βZ(β) .

Then we get

Γ(0) = φX0 - cφY(0) + cφΫ(0) = φX0 ,

VVY = (Fr^)X - α sin s7' - c(Frφ)Y

- ^7(X)7f - ^(7f, X)ξ - α sin s7f + cg(Y, Y)ξ = 0 .

Hence Y(s) is the parallel translate of φX0 along 7.

LEMMA 4.1. J / α horizontal vector Yo is orthogonal to 7'(0) and φΎ'(0),
then its parallel translate Y(s) along 7 is also horizontal.

PROOF. Since Yo is horizontal and orthogonal to 7'(0) and 07'(O),
there exists a horizontal vector Xo such that φXQ = Yo and it is orthogonal
to 7'(0) and <£7'(0). Let X(s) and Y(s) be the parallel translates of Xo

and Y09 respectively, along 7. Then Y(s) is given by (4.1) with c = 0,
and hence it is horizontal along 7. q.e.d.

On the other hand, (2.3) and (2.6) imply the following:

LEMMA 4.2. The parallel translate Z(s) of φY(0) along 7 is given by

(4.2) Z(s) = cos sφY(s) + sin sξ .

Now, let {Xo, YQ} be orthonormal horizontal vectors such that each
of them is equal to 07'(O) or orthogonal to 07'(O). Let X(s) and Y(s) be
parallel translates of Xo and Yo along 7, respectively, and let X(s) and
Ϋ(s) be their orthogonal projections to ^-section:

X(s) = X(s) - 7]{X(s))ξ ,

Y(s)=Y(s)-η(Y(s))ζ.

Then, from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we see that {X(s), Ϋ(s)} span a 2-plane
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for -π/2 < s < π/2. Let K(s) = K(&(s))9 -π/2 < s < π/2, be the
sectional curvature for ^(s).

( i ) Suppose XQ and Yo are orthogonal to φY(0). Then Lemma 4.1
implies X(s) = X(s) and Ϋ(s) = Y(s). Hence we get

(4.3) f i f W = -j-g(R(X(s), Y(s))Y(s), X(s))
as as

), Ϋ(s))Ϋ(s), X(s)).

(ii) Suppose Xo is orthogonal to φY(0) and Yo = φΊ'{ϋ). Then Lemma
4.2, (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) imply

(4.4) J-K(8) = -fg(R(X(s), φns)W(s), X(s))
as as

= g((Fr,{s)R)(X(s), φY(s))φY(s), X(s))

+ g(R(X(s), (Fr{8)φ)Y(s))φY(s\ X(s))

+ g(R(X(s), φY(sWris)φ)Y(s), X(s))

= fl((ΓΓ(i)Λ)(X(8), Ϋ(s))Ϋ(s), X(s))/cos2s .
Hence, if a Sasakian manifold is locally ^-symmetric, then the sectional
curvature K(s) = K(^(s)) is constant along 7 for -π/2 < s < π/2. The
converse also holds. Namely, we get the following theorem:

THEOREM 4.3. A Sasakian manifold is a locally φ-symmetric space
if and only if the sectional curvature K(s) = K(^(s))( — π/2 < s < π/2),
defined as above, is constant for any orthonormal, horizontal vectors
XQ and Yo such that each of them is equal to, or orthogonal to ^7'(0),
and along any φ-geodesic 7 = 7(s).

PROOF. Suppose the sectional curvature K(s) is constant along any
^-geodesic. Then

(4.5) g{{VzR){X, Y)Y,X) = 0

holds for any horizontal vectors X, Y and Z such that each of X and

Y is equal to, or orthogonal to φZ. In particular, we get

(4.6) g((Pe.R)(ej, ek)ek, e5) = 0 , i, j , k = 1, 2, . , 2n

for an arbitrary orthonormal basis {elf e2, , e2n, ξ} of a tangent space
of the Sasakian manifold in consideration. It is sufficient to show that
(4.5) (or (4.6)) implies that

(4.7) g(Ψ.Mei> e ^ O = °
holds good for j, k, I, m = 1, 2, , 2n.

STEP I. First of all, we assume e2 = φex and eA = φe3, and show (4.7)
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for j , k,l,m = 1, 2, 3, 4. For this purpose, it is sufficient to show that
the following hold good for a, β, 7, δ = 3, 4:

(a) g{{VeiR){eu φ l t e2) = 0

(b) g((PHR)(ei> Φ» e«) = 0
(c) g((.FHR)(elt e2)e2, ea) = 0
(d) g(.(FHR)(eu e2)ea, eβ) = 0
(e) g{{VeiR){eu eα)e1; eβ) = 0
(f) giiV^R)^, ea)e2, eβ) = 0
(g) g((FeιR)(ely ea)eβ, er) = 0
(h) g{(FeiR)(e2, ea)e2, eβ) = 0
( i ) g((FeίR)(e2,ea)eβ,er) = 0
(j) 9((FHR)(e3l e<)e3, et) = 0.

According to (4.6), (a) and (j) are trivial. In the following, the indices
{i, j , k, 1} and {a, β, 7, δ} range {1, 2} and {3, 4}, respectively.

(4.6) implies

(4.8) g((FH±ejR)(ei± eh ea)ea, et ± e,) = 0 .

Making use of (4.6), (4.8) reduces to

(4.9) g{{VHR)(eu ea)ea, es) ± g((FeίR)(eif ea)ea, βf) = 0 ,

and hence we get

(4.10) g{{FHR){eu ea)ea, e,) = 0 .

Applying the 2nd Bianchi identity to g((Fe.R)(ea, e^e^ eα) = 0, which is
equivalent to (4.10), we get g{{FeaR){eh < φ i ( ea) + g{ψtjRYfit, ea)eu ea) = 0.
Since the second term of the left hand side of the last equation vanishes
by (4.6), we get g((FeaR)(ejt e,)βo ea) = 0. Thus we get

(4.11)

(4.6) implies g{(VHR){eh ea + eβ)(ea + eβ), βj) = 0, which implies

(4.12) g((FeiR)(ejt ea)eβ, e3) = 0 .

Applying the Bianchi's second identity to (4.12), we get

(4.13) g((FejR)(ea, et)eβ, es) + g{{FeR){eit e3)eβ, eό) = 0 .

Applying (4.6) to orthonormal vectors 1\V 2 (e1 + e3), 1/τ/ 2 φ(eι + e3) =
l/τ/~2(e2 + et), llvr2(e1 - ez), l/VYφie, - e3) = 1/V"2"(e2 - e4), we get

(4.14) g{{Fe^eβ)^ - e3, e2 - e4)(e2 - et), ey - e3) = 0 ,

(4.15) flf((F.1±.ϊB)(βi - βι, e2 + e4)(β, + et), es - β,) = 0 ,

(4.16) g{{Veί±eβ){ei + e3, e2 - et){e, - et), eί + e,) = 0 .
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Making use of (4.6), (4.11) and the property of the curvature tensor R
to the effect g(R(X, Y)Z, W) = g(R(Z, W)X, Y), (4.14) reduces to

(4.17) -g((FHR)(eu Φ%, β.) - g((r.Mβ» Φ*>e^

+ g((FeiR)(e1, e2)e4, β,) + g({VHR){elt e4)e2, e3)

-g((VHR){e3, φt, β3) + g((Vtfi)tfiu e2)eit e,)

±gWeβ){eί, e2)eir e3) ± 0((P.,fl)(βlf e4)e2( e3)

+g((Fe3R)(e1, e4)e4, β,) + g((FHR)(es, e2)et, e3) = 0 .

Hence we get

(4.18) -ffίOVZXβ!, e2)β2, β.) - ff((FnJB)(β1( e2)e4, β l )

+ flr((F,lJB)(e1, e2)e4, es) + ^((F.jΛXβ!, e4)e2, es)

-g((FHR)(es, e2)et, e3) = 0 .

Since (4.15) is nothing but (4.14) by replacing e4 with — e4, we get

(4.19) -g((FeιR)(eu e2)e2, β.) + gi(r.,R)(βu e2)et, e,)

-g{(FHR)(eu e2)et, e3) - g{{VHR){eu et)e2, e3)

+ g{(FHR)(e3, e2)et, β,) = 0 .

(4.18) and (4.19) imply

(4.20) 0(OV2Xβi, e2)e2) β.) = 0 ,

(4.21) -fl'((ί7

e iβ)(e1, e2)e4, e,) + sr((FeiΛ)(ei, φ i t β,)

+ ff(('7e1-B)(e1, e4)e2, e3) - g((.FHR)(e3, e2)et, e3) = 0 .

(4.20) implies

(4.22) giiF.βXe,, e2)β2, e4) = 0 .

Similarly, (4.16) reduces to

(4.23) -flr((FeiJB)(ei, e > 4 , β l ) - g((FeiR)(eιt e2)e4) β.)

-flfίίF.^Xβi, e4)e2, e3) - g((FeίR)(e3, e2)e4, e3) = 0 ,

where we have used (4.20). Making use of (4.21) and (4.23), we get

(4.24) g{(FHR){eu e2)et, β l ) + g((FHR)(e3, e2)e4, e3) = 0 .

Applying (4.6) to the orthonormal vectors

VTβ,), 1/VΎφiβ, + V~2es) = l/i/ΊΓ(e2 + τ/Te4),

β, - e3), X/VZφiVΎe, - e3) = l/τ/T(i/Te2 - e<),

we get

(4.25) 0((p.1+vϊ.8ΛXvΎβ1 - β,, T/2"e2 - e4)(l/Te2 - e4), / 2 β , - β,) = 0 ,

(4.26) flr((Fvr.1_.fβχVr2"βι - β,, i / ^ e 2 - e4)(i/Ye2 - e4), l/Ye, - e3) = 0 .
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They respectively reduce to

(4.27) -2v / T f l r((F e i J B)(e 1 , e2)et, βt) + 2g({VHR){eι, e2)et, e3)

+ 2g((PeiR)(eί, et)e2, e3) - V~2 g((P eιR)(e3, e2)e4, e3)

+ V~2{- 2V~2g((Peβ)(eί, φ i t β l ) + 2flr((Fe3i?)(e1, e2)e4, β,)

+ 2flf((Γ.ϊβXβ1, e > 2 , e3) - l/Tflr((F.,B)(e$, e2)e4, e3)} = 0 ,

(4.28) VΓ2{-2l/Ύg((Γ.ιR)(fiι, e2)e4, β l ) + 2Sf((Feii2Xe1, e2)e4, βB)

+ 2flr((F11i2)(e1, e4)e2, β.) - V~2 g((PeiR)(e3, e2)eit e3)}

- {-2v/¥flf((Fe3JB)(e1( e2)et, β l ) 4- 2 f f((Γ. ϊBXβ1, e2)e4, β.)

+ 2g((Pe3R)(eι, et)e2, e3) - VΎg((Pe.β)(e3, e2)e4, e3)} = 0 ,

where we have used (2.20). If we make (4.27) + (4.28) x V~2, we get

(4.29) -2τ/Tflr((P.1ΛXβ1, e> 4 , βt) + 2flr((FnΛ)(e1, β,)β4, e3)

+ 2g((PHR)(eι, et)e,, e3) - vTsr((FeiJB)(e3, e> 4 , β.) = 0 .

Making use of (4.21) and (4.29), we get

(4.30) 2g((PHR){eί, e2)et, β l) - l/Tg ((PeίR)(e3, φ t t β.) = 0 .

Hence, making use of (4.24) and (4.30), we get

(4.31) ff((F.1J2Xβlf φ u β l) = 0 ,

(4.32) g{{Vefi)(e3, e2)e4, β.) = 0 ,

and hence we get

(4.33) gUF.JZHβu β2)e3, β l ) = 0 ,

(4.34) ίK(Feii2)(e4, e2)e3, β4) = 0 .

Now, (4.11) and (4.34) imply that the second term of the left hand
side of (4.13) vanishes. Hence we get

(4.35) g({VejR){et, ea)ββ, e3) = 0 .

Now, (b) follows from (4.31) and (4.33). (c) follows from (4.20) and
(4.22). (d) follows from (4.35) with the 1st Bianchi identity, (e) follows
from (4.12) or (4.35). (f) follows from (4.35). (g) follows from (4.11).
(h) follows from (4.12) or (4.35). (i) follows from (4.32) and (4.34).

STEP II. To prove the general case, we use some special technical
terms, which are suggested by Prof. S. Tanno. A ^-invariant 2-plane
is spaned by a horizontal vector X and φX, denoted by ^(X). Tangent
vectors which belong to the same ^-invariant 2-plane are called to be
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relatives. Tangent vectors which belong to mutually orthogonal φ-
invariant 2-planes are called to be strangers to each other. For example,
a tangent vector which is orthogonol to ^ ( X ) is called to be a stranger
to X, and X and φX are relatives with X and also with φX.

As in Step I, we assume that e2 = φex. To prove the general case,
it is sufficient to show the following:

(k) g((FHR)(X, Y)Z, W) = 0 for any vectors X, Γ, Z and W which
are orthogonal to e2 = φeί9

(1) g((FeiR)(X, Y)Z, et) = 0 for i = 1, 2, X, Y and ^ are strangers
to ei and all of them are relatives,

(m) g((FeiR)(X, Y)Z, et) = 0 for i = 1, 2, X, Γ and Z are strangers
to βx and all of them are strangers to each other,

(n) g((FHR)(X9 Y)Z, et) = 0 for i = 1, 2, X, Γ and Z are strangers
to eί9 X and IT are relatives and Z is a stranger to X (and hence to Y),

(o) 0((FerR)(X, Γ)Z, et) = 0 for i = 1, 2, X, Γ and Z are strangers to
e19 Y and Z are relatives and X is a stranger to Y (and hence to Z),

(p) g((PβιR)(X, Y)e29 βt) = 0, where X and 3Γ are relatives and they
are strangers to e19

(Q) g((FβJR)(X9 Y)e29 ej = 0, where X and Y are strangers to each
other and they are strangers to el9

(r) g((FeiR)(X9 et)Y9 e5) = 0 for i, i = 1, 2, where X and Γare relatives
and they are strangers to e19

(s) g((FeiR)(X, et)Y9 eό) = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, where X and Γ are strangers
to each other and they are strangers to eί9

(t) g((FeiR)(eif ej)ek, X) = 0 for i, j9 k = 1, 2 and X is a stranger to e1#

First of all, we shall prove (k). Let X, Y, Z and T7 be orthogonal
to e2 = φe1. Then (4.5) implies that g((FHR)(X9 Y + Z)( Y + Z), X) = 0
and 0((Fei#)(X+ W, Y)Y, X + W) = 0 hold, which respectively imply

(4.36) g((FeiR)(Xf Y)Z, X) = 0 ,

(4.37) <7((*V2)(X, Y)Y,W) = 0.

(4.36) implies g((FβJR)(X + W9 Y)Z9 X + W) = 0, which becomes
(X, Y)Z9 W) + flr((F#ιΛ)(TΓ, Y)Z9 X) = 0. Applying the 1st Bianchi identity
to the 1st term of the left hand side of the last equation, we get

(4.38) 2g{{Feβ){W9 Y)Z9 X) + g((FeiR)(Y9 Z)W9 X) = 0 .

(4.37) implies g{{Feβ){X9 Y + Z){Y + Z)9 W) = 0, which becomes

g((FeiR)(Xf Y)Zf W) + g((FeiR)(X9 Z)Y9 W) = 0

that is, we get
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(4.39) uUF.flKY, Z)W, X) = -g((ΓeiR)(Y, W)Z, X)
= g((Feβ)(Wf Y)Z,X).

Hence (4.38) and (4.39) imply Sg((FeiR)(W, Y)Z, X) = 0, which proves (k).
(1), (p), (?) and (t) are contained in Step I. (m) and (q) follow from

(k) by applying the 2nd Bianchi identity. Next, we shall show (s).
Let X and Y be strangers to eγ. Then (4.5) implies

g((FHR)(X + Γ, efa, X + Y) = 0 ,

which reduces to

(4.40) g{{VeiR){χ> Φi> γ) = ° f o r <, i = 1, 2 .

On the other hand, we have

(4.41) g((FeίR)(X9e2)Y9eι)

= -g((FχR)(e2, eJY, βx) - g((Feβ)(eu X)Y, ex) .

The first term of the right hand side of (4.41) vanishes by (k) and the
second term vanishes by (4.40). This fact together with (4.40) proves (s).

Finally, we shall prove (o), which with the 1st Bianchi identity
implies (n). Let ft and /2 = φfγ be strangers to eί and let X be a stranger
to e1 and / lβ We want to show g((yHR)(X, fi)fj, ek) = 0 for i, j , k = 1, 2.
Since we have

rf(JV?XX,/,)/„ ek) = -g(irxRXfif β l ) / J f ek) - g((VfiR){eίt X)fh ek),

and since the first term of the right hand side of the last equation
vanishes by (k), it is sufficient to show that

(4.42) g((Ff(R)(e1,X)ek,fί) = Q for i, j , k = 1, 2

holds good. If i = j , (k) implies (4.42). Thus it is sufficient to show
that

(4.43) g((FflR)(el,X)ei,f2) = 0 for i = 1, 2

holds good. Since eL + /Ί and ̂ (βi + /i) = e2 + /2 are relatives, (t) implies

(4.44) g((r,1+fMeL + /»e2 + Λ)(e2 + Λ), X) = o.

Making use of (k), (q), (s) and (t), (4.44) reduces to

(4.45) gartίR)(fu e2)/2, X) + flr((F.ιΛX/1> Λ)e2, X)

+ gWtβXβ* β,)/» ^) + gWsJtXeuffo, X) = 0.

Similarly, (s) and (q) respectively imply

(4.46) giiV^fβ)^ - fιt e2 + /2)(e2 + /2), X) = 0 ,
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(4.47) g({V^flR){eι + fu ez + /2)(e2 - /2), X) = 0,

and they respectively reduce to

(4.48) - g((FeiR)(fιt β,)/t> X) - g((PeιR)(flf /2)e2, X)

+ nWfMe» e>)f» χ) + gOFfβXβufje,, X) = o ,

(4.49) - g{{VeίR){A, e2)/2, X) + g((PeiR)(f»

(4.45) and (4.48), and (4.45) and (4.49) respectively imply

(4.50) gUr.Ji)(f» e*)f» χ) + g(ίr.Mfi, Λte, x) = o,

(4.51) g«r.ίR)(f1, *)/, , X) + ff((FAJB)(ei, e2)/2, X) = 0 .

Now, (4.50) and (4.51) imply

(4.52) g((FeiR)(fι> ΛK, ^ ) = gUFfM**e^ χ) >

and (4.51), (4.45) and (4.50) imply

(4.53) gdPeβXλ, *,)/„ X) = ί r t C 7 , ^ , / > 2 , X)

Applying the 1st Bianchi identity to the both sides of (4.52), we get

(4.54) g{(Veβ){U βOΛ, X) + g((PHR)(e2, /t)/M Z)

= gWfJtX^ffa, X) + g{{VfιR){f2, e^, X).

Taking account of (4.53), (4.54) reduces to

(4.55) g((r.Mf» e>)f» χ) =

The left hand side of (4.55) becomes

g((Fe,R)(f2, β,)/i, X)

.1KKfu X)f2, e2) = - ί

where we have used (k) to see that gdPxRXe^ /i)/2, e2) vanishes. Thus
(4.55) reduces to

(4.56) g({Vfβ){ei, X)ez, f>) = Q •

On the other hand, taking account of (k), we get

(4.57) g((PίlR)(e1,X)e1,fi)

= 0 .

(4.56) and (4.57) imply (4.43), which completes the proof of (o). q.e.d.
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5. Equivalent conditions for a locally ^-symmetric space and miscel-
laneous properties. Let M(φ, ξ9 η, g) be a Sasakian manifold. The following
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are equivalent forms of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9,
respectively.

LEMMA 5.1. For any tangent vectors X, Y and Z of M, we get

(5.1) R(φX, Y)Z + R(X, φY)Z

= g(Y, Z)φX - g{φX, Z)Y - g(X9 Z)φY + g(φY, Z)X .

LEMMA 5.2. For any tangent vectors X, Z and V of M, we get

(5.2) (FVR)(X9 ξ)Z = g(φV, Z)X - g{X, Z)φV - R(X, φV)Z .

LEMMA 5.3. For any horizontal vectors X, Y and Z of M, we get

(5.3) (VξR)(X, Y)Z = 0.

PROOF. Let X*, Γ* and Z* be f-invariant horizontal vector field
extensions of X, Y and Z, respectively. Since X* is f-invariant, we get

(5.4) F fX* = Fx*ξ = φX* .

Now, since ξ is a Killing vector field, we have ^fξR = 0. On the other
hand, making use of the invariance of X*, Y* and Z* by ξ, (2.6), (5.4)
and Lemmas 2.8 and 5.1, we get

(&ΪR)(X*9 Y*)Z*

= [ξ, R(X*f F*)Z*]

= rt(R(X*, Y*)Z*) - FB{X*,Y*)Z4

= (ΓeR)(X*9 Y*)Z* + R(φX*, Y*)Z* + R(X*9 φY*)Z*

+ R(X*9 Y*)φZ* - φR{X*, Y*)Z*

= (FξR)(X*, Y*)Z* .

Hence we get the conclusion.

THEOREM 5.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for a Sasakian
manifold to be locally φ-symmetric is that

(5.5) {VVR){X, Y)Z

= {g(X, V)g(φY, Z) - g(Y, V)g(φX, Z) + g(φR(X9 Y)V, Z)}ξ

+ V(X){-g(φV, Z)Y+ g{Y, Z)φV + R(Y, φV)Z)

+ η{Y){g{φV, Z)X - g(X, Z)φV - R(X, φV)Z}

+ η(Z){g(Y, V)φX-g{X, V)φY - φR(X, Y)V)

holds good for any tangent vectors X, Y, Z and V.
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PROOF. If X, Y, Z and V are horizontal, then (5.5) reduces to (2.14).
Hence the sufficiency holds good. Conversely, suppose a Sasakian manifold
is locally ^-symmetric. Let X, Y, Z and V be arbitrary tangent vectors.
We compute (ΓμrR)(φ*X, φ2Y)φ2Z in two ways.

First of all, taking account of (2.2), (2.14) implies

= [{giX, V) - 7]{X)y{V))g{φY, Z) - {g(Y, V)

- V(YMV)MφX, Z) + g(φZ, R(φ2X, ί52Γ)^

On the other hand, making use of (2.7) and (2.8), we get

= R(-X + y{X)ς, -γ+ v(Y)ξ)(-V + y(V)ξ)

= -R(X, Y)V + v(YMV)X - v(XMV)Y

+ [η{X)g(Y, V) - η{Y)g{X, V)}ξ .

Hence we get

(5.6) (FμrR)(φ>X, φ>Y)φ>Z

= {g{X, V)g(φY, Z) - g(Y, V)g(φX, Z) - g(φZ, R(X, Y)V)}ξ .

Secondly, since φ*X, φ2Y and φ2Z are horizontal, Lemma 5.3 implies

= -(FvR)(φ*X,

Making use of Lemmas 2.9 and 5.2, we get

-{FvR){φ%X, φίY)φίZ

= -(ΓyRX-X + η(X)ξ, -Y+ V(Y)i)(-Z + V(Z)ξ)

= (FrR)(X, Y)Z

- η(Z){g(Y, V)φX - g(X, V)φY - φR(X, Y)V}

- V(Y){9(ΦV, Z)X - g(X, Z)φV - R(X, φV)Z)

+ η(Y)η{Z){η{V)φX - φR{X, ξ)V)

- y(X){-g(φV, Z)Y+ g(Y, Z)φV + R(Y, φV)Z)

+ η(X)v(Z){-v(V)φY + φR(Y, ξ)V} .

Since the 4th and 6th terms of the right hand side of the last equation
vanish, we get

(5.7) (FμrR)(φ>X, φ*Y)φ*Z

= (FrR)(X, Y)Z

- v(X){-g(φV, Z)Y + g(Y, Z)φV + R(Y, φV)Z)
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, Z)X - g(X, Z)φV - R(X, ΦV)Z)

-y(Z){g(Y, V)φX - g(X, V)φY - φR(X, Y)V) .

Comparing (5.6) and (5.7), we get (5.5). q.e.d.

K. Motomiya [4] studied a special linear connection, which is a special
one introduced by M. Okumura [6], on a non-degenerate normal almost
contact manifold, and Kato-Motomiya [2] proved that this linear connec-
tion on the homogeneous manifold G/GQ treated in Example 2.3 is identical
with the canonical linear connection of the second kind and that the
curvature tensor for this linear connection is parallel. Motomiya [4]
also derived a necessary and sufficient condition for the curvature tensor
of this linear connection to be parallel in connection with the curvature
tensor of the Riemannian connection. In the following, we shall prove
that this condition is identical with the condition for a Sasakian manifold
to be locally ^-symmetric.

First of all, we give a definition of the M. Okumura's linear con-
nection (ikf-connection, for short) in the case of a Sasakian manifold.
Let M be a Sasakian manifold with structure tensors φ, ξ, η and g. Let
V be the Riemannian connection for g. Let r be an arbitrary fixed real
number, and let A be a tensor field of type (1, 2) defined by

(5.8) A(X)Y = dη(X, Y)ξ + rη{X)φY - η(Y)φX .

The ikf-connection V is now defined by

(5.9) FXY=FXY+ A(X)Y.

By direct calculations we see that the tensor fields φ, ξ, η, g and A are
parallel with respect to the ikf-connection F. Let R and R be the curva-
ture tensors for V and F, respectively. Then we get

(5.10) R(X, Y)Z = R(X, Y)Z + B(X, Y)Z ,

where

(5.11) JB(X, Y)Z

= A(A(X)Y)Z - A(A{Y)X)Z - A(X)A(Y)Z + A(Y)A(X)Z

= η(Z){η(X)Y - η(Y)X} + g(φY, Z)φX - g(φX9 Z)φY

+ 2rg(φX, Y)φZ + {g(X, Z)η{Y) - g{Y, Z)η(X)}ξ ,

and hence we get

(5.12) (PVR)(X, Y)Z = (PVR)(X, Y)Z

+ A(V)R(X, Y)Z - R(A(V)X, Y)Z

- R(X, A(V)Y)Z - R(X, Y)A(V)Z .
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Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for VR = 0 is that

(5.13) (FvR)(Xf Y)Z = -A(V)R(X, Y)Z + R(A(V)X, Y)Z

+R(X, A(V)Y)Z + R(X, Y)A(V)Z

holds for any tangent vectors X, Y, Z and V. By a straightforward
calculation, we see that the right hand side of (5.13) is nothing but the
right hand side of (5.5). Hence we get

THEOREM 5.5. A necessary and sufficient condition for a Sasakian
manifold to be locally φ-symmetric is that

(5.14) VR = 0

holds good9 where V is the M-connection defined by (5.8) and (5.9), and
R is the curvature tensor for V.

Let X and Y be linearly independent tangent vectors of a Sasakian
manifold. The M-sectional curvature M(X, Y) of the 2-plane spaned by
X and Y is by definition

(5.15) M(X, Y) = g(R(X, Y)Y, X)/g(X9 X)g(Y, Y) - g{X, Yf .

THEOREM 5.6. / / r = 1, then the M-sectional curvature of the
compact (resp. noncompact) type Sasakian φ-symmetric space G/Go in
Example 2.5 is positive (resp. negative) semidefinite.

PROOF. Since the If-connection V for r = 1 is the canonical linear
connection of the second kind (Kato-Motomiya [2]), we have

(5.16) R{X9 Y)Z = -[[X, Γ]Θo, Z] for all X, Y, Z e Wl .

Let X and Y be orthonormal horizontal vectors. If G/GQ is of the com-
pact type, we get

(5.17), M(X, Y) = g(R(X9 Y)Y, X)

- 1

8n
BU(-[[X, F]Θo, Y],X)

= -±-B([X,Y].0,[Y,X])

, Y],0,[X,
8n

and if G/GQ is of the noncompact type, we get
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(5.17)u M(X, Y) = g(R(X, Y)Y, X)

JLBW(
on

= -^-B([X, Γ]a o, [X, YU0) <: o ,
on

because the Killing form B is negative definite on ©0 and B(®0, ©2) = {0}.
On the other hand, since we have Fζ = 0, we get R(X, Y)ξ = 0 for

any tangent vectors X and Y, and hence we get

(5.18) M(X, ξ) = 0

for any tangent vector X. Moreover, since we have R(X, ξ) = 0 (Kato-
Motomiya [2]), we get the conclusion. q.e.d.

THEOREM 5.7. If r = —1, then the φ-holomorphic M-sectional curva-
ture of a Sasakίan manifold of constant φ-holomorphίc sectional curva-
ture k is =0 according to k g —3.

PROOF. The curvature tensor of the Sasakian manifold of constant
0-holomorphic sectional curvature k is given by

f γ)Z = A±A{^(Γ, Z)X - g(X, Z)Y}

- η(Y)X}

+ g(φY, Z)φX - g(φXf Z)φY - 2g(φX, Y)φZ

+ {g(X, Z)η(Y) - g(Y, Z)η(X)}ξ] .

Hence, for any horizontal unit vector X, the ^-holomorphic ikf-sectional
curvature is given by

M(X, φX) = g(R(X, φX)φX9 X)

+ 3 ( +

4 \ 4
= k + 3 . q.e.d.

Now, we shall prove the necessity of Theorem 3.2.
Let M be a Sasakian manifold. We consider the ifcf-connection F on

M. The torsion tensor T of F is by definition

(5.19) f(X, Y) = A(X)Y - A(Y)X

= 2dτ)(X, Y)ξ + (r + l){η{X)φY - V(Y)φX} ,

and it is parallel with respect to F. Now, suppose M is a locally φ-
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symmetric space. Then, from Theorem 5.5, we see that the curvature
tensor R of V is parallel. Let x be an arbitrary point of M. Let
{elfe29 - ,e2n9ξx} be an orthonormal basis of TX(M). We define a linear
isomorphism σ0: TX(M) —> TX(M) by

(5.20)

Then, from (5.19), we see that T(σQei9 σQeά) = σ0T(eί9 es) and T(σQeί9 σoξx) =
σof(ei9 ξx) hold good for 1 ^ i, j ^ 2n. Hence we get

(5.21) σ0Tx = Tx .

On the other hand, (2.7) implies that R(ei9 eό)ek is horizontal, where R is
the Riemannian curvature tensor, and (5.11) implies that B(ei9 eβ)ek is
horizontal. Hence (5.10) implies that R(ei9 eβ)ek is horizontal, and hence
we get R(σoeί9 σoej)σoek = σ0R(ei9 eβ)ek for 1 ^ i9 j 9 k ^ 2n. Since we have
R(X9 Y)ζ = 0 and R(X9 ζ) = 0 as mentioned in the proof of Theorem 5.6,
we get R(σQei9 σoej)σQξx = σ0R(ei9 eβ)ζx9 R(σoei9 σoξx)σoek = σ0R(ei9 ξx)ek and
R(σ0eί9 σoξx)σoζx = σ0R(eif fx)£β. Hence we get

(5.22) σ0Rx = Rx .

Hence, according to Lemma 1.2 of Chapter IV in Helgason [1], for ex-
ample, we see that the local diffeomorphism σx9 defined by

(5.23) σx(x19 x29 , x2n9 z) = ^(Exp^ (x^ + x2e2 + + x2ne2n + zζx))

= Expx (xX-eJ + x2(-e2) + + x2n(-e2n) + zζx)

on a normal coordinate neighborhood U with a normal coordinate system
(x19 x29 , #2w, z) determined by {e19 e2f , e2n9 f j , is a local affine trans-
formation with respect to V. Since {σx*)x — σQ9 we get (σβ )*°̂ » — Φχ°iσχ*)χ
and (̂ T̂ Oxίa; = ?*. Hence, since o-̂  is a locall affine transformation and
since φ and f are parallel, we see that σx*oψ = ^ 0 ^ , and σβ*ί = £ hold
good (cf. Lemma 3.4 in Kato-Motomiya [2]). Thus the following Lemma,
which is due to S. Tanno, implies that σx is a local automorphism, and
hence it is a ^-geodesic symmetry at x. Hence the necessity of Theorem
3.2 is proved.

LEMMA 5.8 (Tanno [8]). Let M(φ9 ξ9 η9 g) be a contact Riemannian
manifold. If a diffeomorphism f of M leaves the structure tensor φ
invariant, then there exists a positive constant a such that

/*? = aζ, f*η = aη ,

(f*g)(X, Y) = ag(X, Y) + a{a - l)η(X)η{Y) .
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6. Sasakian globally ^-symmetric space. In this section, every
manifold is assumed to be connected.

Let M be a Sasakian manifold with structure tensors φ, ξ, η and g.
If any ^-geodesic symmetry of M is extendable as a global automorphism
of My and if the Killing vector field ξ generates the 1-parameter group
of global transformations, which are automatically automorphisms of M,
we call the Sasakian manifold M to be a globally ^-symmetric space.

Let M be a Sasakian globally ^-symmetric space. Then the group
A(M) of all automorphisms of M is a transitive Lie transformation group
of M. Since a homogeneous Sasakian manifold is regular, M is a principal
(• -̂bundle over a Kahlerian manifold B, where G1 is a 1-dimensional Lie
group which is isomorphic to the 1-parameter group of global transfor-
mations generated by £. Since each ^-geodesic symmetry of M is ex-
tendable as a global automorphism, each geodesic symmetry of B is
extendable as a global automorphism. Hence B is a Hermitian globally
symmetric space.

THEOREM 6.1. A Sasakian globally φ-symmetric space is a principal
G^-bundle over a Hermitian globally symmetric space.

Suppose a Sasakian locally ^-symmetric space M is complete and
simply connected. Let V be the Λf-connection for r = 1 on M. Then,
since the Riemannian connection of M is complete, the ilί-connection V is
complete. The torsion tensor field T and the curvature tensor field R
are parallel (Theorem 5.4). Hence, according to Corollary 7.9 of Chapter
VI in Kobayashi-Nomizu [3], vol. I, we see that any local affine trans-
formation (with respect to V) of M is extendable as a global one. In
particular, any ^-geodesic symmetry, which is a local automorphism by
the assumption, is extendable as a global automorphism. This proves
that M is a globally ^-symmetric space.

THEOREM 6.2. A complete and simply connected Sasakian locally
φ-symmetric space is a globally φ-symmetric space.

Let M be a Sasakian locally ^-symmetric space and let x be an arbi-
trary point of M. According to Theorem 4 in Kato-Motomiya [2], there
exist a homogeneous Sasakian manifold G/Go and a local isomorphism from
a neighborhood of x onto a neighborhood of the origin 0 = {Go} of G/Go.
According to Theorem 6.2, since the homogeneous Sasakian manifold G/Go

is a complete locally ^-symmetric space, the universal covering manifold
of G/Go is a globally ^-symmetric space. Hence we get

THEOREM 6.3. A Sasakian locally φ-symmetric space is locally iso-
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morphic to a Sasakian globally φ-symmetric space.

Let M be a Sasakian globally ^-symmetric space. According to
Theorem 6.1, M is a principal (-̂ -bundle over a Hermitian globally sym-
metric space B. M is said to be of the compact type, noncompact type,
or Euclidean type according to the type of the Hermitian globally sym-
metric space B.

THEOREM 6.4. Let M be a Sasakian globally φ-symmetric space.
We consider the M-connection V for r = — 1 on M.

( i ) If M is of the compact type, then M has the M-sectional curva-
ture everywhere ^ 0.

(ii) If M is of the noncompact type, then M has the M-sectional
curvature everywhere ^ 0.

(iii) // M is of the Euclidean type, then M has the M-sectional
curvature everywhere = 0.

PROOF. Let π: M —> B = Mjζ be the fibering and let R be the Riema-
nnian curvature tensor for the induced Riemannian structure of B. Then,
if X, Y and Z are horizontal vectors of M, (2.5), (5.10) and (5.11) imply
that

(6.1) R(X, Y)Z =

holds good. On the other hand, as mentioned in the proof of Theorem
5.8, we have R(X, Y)ξ = 0 and R(X, ξ)Y = 0 for any tangent vectors X
and Y. Hence, according to Theorem 3.1 of Chapter V in Helgason [1],
for example, we get the conclusion.
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